LAND  NORTH  OF  SYDNEY	IT
until now. The hurricane finished them and like deflated
balloons, they were helped down to cabins and bunks to
endure mortification of flesh and spirit.
It was difficult to obtain any information as to a possible
date of arrival. My Javanese cabin boy, Salom, who
incidentally had two wives waiting for him in Noumea—
and I suspected a few more in Java—-was rather vague when
it came to discussing matters of time* Our conversation
usually ran as follows :
Myself: Alors, Salom, Quand est-ce qu'on va arriver a
Noumea ? (When will we be at Noumea ?)
Peut-etre arriver demain—ou MardL (Maybe arrive to-
morrow or Tuesday).
Mai, aujourd'hui c'est Mardi !   (But it's Tuesday to-day !)
Salom, surprised, then hopefully: Ah oui ? Peut-etre
arriver demain. (Oh yes ? Maybe arrive to-morrow).
It would need a psycho-analyst to decide why Tuesday
should be the only alternative arrival date to e to-morrow' in
Salom's mind. After six days of tossing and heaving, the
clothes hanging on the cabin door began to be more confined
in their movements, and the noises outside the porthole
began to subside. Peering out through the blue-painted
porthole there was a sight of land at last, although it wasn't
yet Tuesday. When Salom came into the cabin, my hopes
were shattered, however, when he announced that we were
still off the coast of Australia. It appeared that one of our
two engines had broken down, and during the hurricane we
had scarcely made any progress,
A couple of days later we ran out of provisions, and had
to fall back on eating our cargo. Fortunately we had plenty
of tinned food and butter for the butter-rationed New
Caledonian population, and for the remainder of the voyage
we were fed from the hold. Another emergency arose when
the bunkers were discovered to be empty of coal, but here
again we were lucky, and after most of the cargo had been
shifted, a reserve stock of coal was uncovered, and sweating
Melanesian natives, in an unending procession, carried the
baskets of coal from hold to bunkers.

